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Career Center Pleads lor Return o(
Resource Library Books
Naomi Pearson
Copy Editor
The Career Center library is
missing 41 books. The loss is
worth approximately $1000 in
monetary terms, but the loss to
students looking for the books to
assist them in career preparation
is incalculable. The staff has put
out a campus-wide call for the
return of the books through flyers and notices in the university
newspaper.
Mary
Meade
Saunders,
Director of the Career Center,
said that students who may feel
uncomfortable handing the
books to a staff member arc welcome to leave them on the
benches near the Career Center
or on the table in the ground
floor lobby in Lancaster instead.
"We just want them back," she
said. "We won't ask any questions."
The Career Center provides
employment services to the
Longwood academic community,
including appointments with
career advisors, website job postings and a library devoted to

career preparation from academic
planning to interviewing skills and
internship guidance.
The books in the Career Center
library are not intended for checkout or borrowing. Students have
free access to them on their
honor.
They arc also welcome to make
photocopies of pages without
charge.
Still, more than three dozen
books have disappeared from the
shelves, despite the sign stating,
"Books arc for use in the
Resource Room only."
Short of monitoring or restricting access to the library, the
Career Center staff is at a loss
about what to do.
"We don't have the manpower
to monitor the room," said Pasty
Scruggs, Office Manager of the
Career Center.
The frustration is multiplied by
that fact that the staff has made
every effort to have the newest,
most up-to-date books possible
available to the students.

see BOOKS p.5
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Sara Bonovicch
Features Editor
Last year's commencement ceremony, a happy, exciting time for
the class of 2005, turned into
frustration for a few of the graduates from the College of Arts
and Sciences who received diplomas with wrong names and
information.
This
year,
Longwood
University is changing the procedure in which seniors receive
diplomas in order to prevent an
incident similar to last year's.
Rather than handing out
tubes containing their diploma,
the graduates will be handed an
empty tube as they cross the
stage. To cut down on possible
confusion and mix up, the
Registrar's Office will be mailing
out the diplomas the Monday
after commencement.

"We're trying to make the day
happy for everyone," said Frances
Archart, Director of Events and
Ceremonies. "We think this new
system will work very smoothly."
On May 13, approximately 800
Longwood seniors will be participating in commencement. During
the ceremony, Registrar Alecia
Knox passes the tube to Dr.
Patricia P. Cormier who then gives

it to the seniors, said Archart.
One name is called every five or
six seconds, which puts a least
three seniors on stage at once.
Because of such activity, there is a
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Members of Congress Visit
Farmville to Honor Local
Civil Rights Movement
Kristcn Casalenuovo
Opinion Editor

ty of 180 students.
The strike resulted in a lawsuit
Members of the United States demanding the end of segregaCongress will be making a pil- tion, which eventually combined
grimage to Farmville this week- with four other counties across
end to speak with residents the country to be decided in the
affected by the civil rights era class action suit, Brown v. Board
of Education.
school closures
The Supreme
and to witness
Court
unanihow the community is continuing
m o u s 1 y
SCHC0L PROPERTf
demanded that
to heal more
public schools
than fifty years
integrate.
later.
MSHPtUirrSftW \
Rather than
The delegaM»Cf iwm C&MIIti
do that. Prince
tion is an annual
SCH001 BCAPD
.«
Edward County
event led by the
Phoio council of H-K»\ jaltharuipohtici.org
schools
shut
Faith
and
Politics Institute in an effort to their doors in 1959, not to
better understand race relations reopen until 1964. Many other
in areas historically affected by schools did this as well, but
discrimination. Parmville was Prince Edward remained closed
chosen due to the significant longer than any other school in
role Prince Edward County the nation.
The
Congressional
Civil
played in the Civil Rights
Rights Pilgrimage is being hosted
Movement.
On April 23, 1951, the entire by Senator George Allen and
student body and faculty, led by Representative John Lewis. Virgil
sixteen year-old student Barbara Goode, the Representative of the
Johns, staged a walkout at Farmville area, will be welcoming
Moton High School, the black everyone upon their arrival.
school during that time when Senator Allen and Governor Tim
segregation was still practiced, Kainc will address the delegation
and a subsequent two-week Saturday evening. Most of the
strike in protest of the abysmal events arc taking place at
conditions of the facilities in Longwood University, with
which they were forced to study. excursions to key sites around
Enrollment was 450 in a school the county.
designed for a maximum capaci-

NO TRESWSSlHf

see CONGRESS p. 5

high possibility that a diploma
could fall out of order.
"It's a lot to keep in order," said
Arehart. "[The process) is a little
hectic for them."
According to Archart, Knox
approached her with a proposition to change the distribution of
diplomas. Archart then received
approval from the President's
Executive Council, the Faculty
Senate, and Craig Smith, senior
class president.
"Everybody understood the
reasoning and logic behind it,"
said Arehart.

Smith is responsible for contacting and informing the seniors
of the new procedure. Arehart
has also informed Longwood faculty and staff of the change.
Knox, according to Arehart,
said there has never been a mailing
problem in the past. If there happens to be an issue with a mailed
diploma, the Registrar's Office will
deal with the student one-on-one.
With the change in diploma distribution, May's commencement
promises to be smoother and
exciting with less contusion and
fewer mix-ups.

Editorial
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Words From The Editor: Dare to Disturb the Universe
Every Thursday
night when I
leave my house to
I come to the
Rotunda office, I
see the abunI dance of students flowing out
of Mulligan's. It used to vex me
that so many Longwood students could go to the bar while 1
was stuck in a room closely
resembling Dante's seventh circle of hell, staring at a computer
until the fear of my cornea rupturing again would lead mc to
my next obligation of analyzing
poetry for Dr. Van Ncss.
Now in retrospect, I feel blest
that 1 was pursuing a more
advantageous virtue than bantering with strangers in a dimly lit
smoke den. If I had left
Longwood with an abridgement
of knowledge I may have even,
for the first time in my life,
encountered the looming sense
of regret. I have a personal affir-

mation to never view any of
my decisions with the unpleasant sense of regret. The only
joy I find in the notion of
regret is within my favorite
poem, "The Love Song of J.
Alfred Prufrock" byT.S. Eliot.
Through my years at
Longwood, I have formed a
strong fondness for this
delightful verse, so strong that I
got the first three lines tattooed
around my waist. These are the
deceptive lines that state, "Let
us go then you and I, When the
evening is spread out against
the sky Like a patient etherized
upon a table." The poem goes
on to explore the life of
Prufrock, who in essence has
wasted its entirety.
I did not choose to display
this poem for the rest of my
mortality because I have a sardonic disposition, but to always
have a close, personal reminder
of Prufrock's sad fate. He asks,
"Do I dare disturb the uni-

verse? In a minute there is time
for decisions and revisions which
a minute will reverse. For I have
known them all already, known
them all:— Have known the
evenings, mornings, afternoons, I
have measured out my life with
coffee spoons; I know the voices
dying with a dying fall beneath the
music from a farther room. So
how should I presume?"
The answer is that he does not.
He docs not disturb the universe
or presume, and in the end he is
only left with his unanswered
questions of what he could have
done.
I am happy that I can graduate
and leave this lovely town, having
no questions like this of my time
here. I would have liked to have
taken more classes, engaged in
more insightful conversations,
played in more rugby games, had
more nights ending in 4 a.m. psychoanalyzing or poetry readings
or walks on the railroad tracks,
but one can only abandon sleep to
a certain point, and 1 have fully

exhausted that practice, allowing
I still do not have a full grasp
me to now leave with a sense of on my "adulthood," as I am
accomplished pleasure. Not deferring a career to explore the
because of my self realization to European continent for a few
embrace life, but because of months with nothing but my
everyone who aided in sculpting free-spirited friend Kristcn,
reckless abandonment, and
my life.
My roommates, friends, and insight.
But in my travels, if I happen
professors who endured my disorderly existence, rather than dis- to encounter the ghost of Eliot
missing it at the first indication of while in Britain, I feel that my
insouciance-thank you for sav- experiences would allow me to
ing me. I would like to dedicate adequately answer his overmy last editorial to the professors whelming questions. Rather
who taught me lessons beyond than simply not answering like
what was stated on their syllabi; Prufrock, I would borrow the
Dr. Tracy, Dr. Taylor, Dr. Heady, words of Molly Bloom, from
Brett Hurscy, Dr. Cook, Mary James Joyce's Ulysses. And when
Carroll Hackett and especially he asks if I dare to disturb the
Dr. Van Ness.
universe, I will give the only
In his time off from terroriz- appropriate answer, Molly's
ing students and teaching the lit- answer, "yes I said yes I will
erature of dead writers, via self- Yes."
destruction, he forced mc to
relinquish my stubborn will and
realize that my spoiled delusion
with the world would only inhibit mc from persevering through
Janet Jones
reality.
Editor-in-Cbirf
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Dear Editor:
As a student in the Social Work
program at Longwood University
I have recently been volunteering
with the Virginia Organizing
Project, where 1 will complete my
field placement over the summer.
The project that I am working
on is the campaign to increase
Virginia's minimum wage. Part of
my project is to get people to sign
a petition supporting an increase
in the minimum wage.
A question I have encountered
often while petitioning has been:
"Why should we care?"
Imagine that you are a minimum wage worker in Virginia.
You work full-time making $5.15
an hour with an annual income of
just S9893 after taxes.
In Virginia nearly 150,000 families are at this income. It seems
obvious that paying our minimum
wage workers enough to sustain
their families is not just a good
idea. It is the right thing to do.lt
takes more than a good idea to
make something happen. It takes
connections with people who will
stand behind that idea and put the
effort into it to sec it work. We as.
students have a unique opportunity as we prepare to return home
for the summer.
The number of signatures that

my organization has set as our
goal is big (to say the least).
But I have to wonder, if
Longwood students going home
for the summer took the petition
with them, how many signatures
could they secure in their homes
across the state?
I believe that apathy, manifested
in the "I don't care" attitude so
prevalent in our generation of
young people, is a defense mechanism to cover up a sense of powerlessness.
I would encourage you to own
your power and use that power to
benefit the lives of minimum
wage workers across our state. Be
heard. Let us bring together our
collective voices and say: Increase
Virginia's minimum wage!
With hope and ambition,
Helen Dempsey
Petitions to Raise tbt Minimum
Wage in Virginia can be found at:
http://www.virginia-organiz-

ing.org/minimum_wacc.php
For more information please contact
Helen at braVi6ityiongwood.edu.
Dear Editor,
Where is our culture Longwood?
Several times daily I hear "diversity" shouted into my ear, and while

it's apparent to most it
Longwood that diversity enriches university experience, it
seems neither students nor faculty know how to translate our
need into a plan of acton.
Too often we view the lack of
diversity as a binary issue, of
Black and White; when our
identities far our stretch these
two labels.
The Longwood Community
includes members of all ethic
groups, religious minorities, sexual orientations, cultures, etc
Thus acknowledged we cannot exclude the fact that a
majority of our students arc
White, Christian, and Straight.
So how do we diversify?
The first step in what will no
doubt be a lengthy road to
diversity is to include our resident minorities in our organizations and events.
This doesn't mean our campus entertainment needs to suddenly be catered specifically to
minority tastes; this means we
need minority student: the truth
is, a LOT of money is spent
each semester to bring speakers
on behalf of Multicultural
Affairs, and very few students
show up.

see DIVERSITY p J
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Reflections on Time and Kindred Souls
To miss class or not to miss class.Kristcn Casalcnuovo
Opinion Editor
It was not my intention to think
deeply during my final semester
at Longwood, to think at all really. I just wanted to not miss too
much class and to pass Time with
my friends, my Kindred Souls
But it is something about
standing on the razor's edge separating one's college experience
from the so-called "real world"
that inevitably leads to discovery.
Perhaps having that 360 degree
perspective awakens the mind's
latent thrust towards realization.
F.vcr since I was old enough to
appreciate discovery, which albeit
hasn't been that long, an insatiable thirst for understanding
has arrested all higher faculties.
After four years of academia, my
mind bleeds for rest, and yet it
presses ever onward, like that
second wind you get after watching the sun rise on a sleepless
night.
In these final weeks, I have
progressively detached myself
from the Longwood spirit in an
effort to achieve closure on my
college experience. This may not
be the optimal method, but it's
what I do and undoubtedly 1 am
not alone. In any case, I have not
ceased learning. Time and
Kindred Souls have been my
teachers, and their lessons beg
sharing.
In Jack Kcrouac's "On the
Road" (a must-read before you
graduate college), Dean Moriarty

is mad with "knowing time."
What does it mean to know
Time? For Time is an abstract
concept capable of multitudes of
meaning.
Time is rotation for the F.arth,
seasons for flora and fauna, and
progression for human beings.
Time is a motion that lends
direction to life. To know Time is
to see the incarnations of its
direction. To know Time is to be
aware of the effects of its incarnations. To know Time is to
become detached from its
effects.
Last weekend, I abandoned
Time by neglecting any incarnate
notion of it humans usually
regard. It is a worthy venture that
I recommend you try for yourself. With no deadlines, meetings,
or To Do lists, I was able to cast
off the shackles of the clock and
dance to the natural rhythms of
life.
The absence of Time taught
me that routine is a self-contained prison. It is Time's most
wretched incarnation. In breaking free of it, I was able to
observe Time's most exalted children; the ocean's tides, the sun's
movements, the soul's connections.
As a believer in a unifying
essence underlying all human
beings, I am astounded by the
uniqueness of individuals. No
two people are completely alike,
which is what makes my liaisons
so uniquely special to me. We all
have degrees of relationships
ranging from acquaintances we

exchange labored conversation
with when we see them in public,
to Kindred Souls we embrace
direct truths with when we gaze
into each other unencumbered.
Kindred Souls arc refuges
from the atrocities of mundane
interaction. Our Kindred Souls
massage the texture of our
beings, expose the nature of our
spirits, and as a result, force us to
know ourselves. Their physical
closeness is not required, for
even in their absence, their presence communicates with our
innermost thoughts. Our souls
forever connect to carry on a dialogue that transcends language, a
recognition that transcends love.
In the "Dos Passos Review,"
Dr. Gordon Van Ness says his
dear friend James Dickey "is a
presence even in his absence."
Although Dickey's absence is due
to death, the same sentiment can
be expressed for every physical
separation of Kindred Souls.
Distance is a small death, magnified by Time. No matter how
great the death, the presence of
Kindred Souls endures. This
knowledge is surely comforting
when faced with the separation
from Kindred Souls that graduation inevitably entails.
If there is one nugget of experiential wisdom I could impart
on underclassmen, it would be
this: I will never regret missing
class, at least not in the long run.
If 1 ever regret anything about
my college experience, it will be
that I didn't pass more Time connecting with my Kindred Souls.

Letter: The Smoking Policy Is Not Enforced
Dear Editor,
I am writing in response to the
letter to the editor: Cigarettes...
WMDs? I support the group
Citizen Action Coalition's goals to
get students more involved on
issues regarding our campus. I
was unaware of such a group on
campus until reading the article.
Cigarette litter and the lack of
enforcement on Brock Commons
is an issue that needs to be
addressed by the Longwood community. How many people violate
the no smoking policy on Brock
Commons, and how many people
violate no smoking within 20 feet

of buildings? I don't know the
answer to either of those questions but I can guarantee when
you wake up and go to class in the
morning you will see at least a
hand full breaking either of them.
When you walk down the steps
outside your dorm make note of
the cigarette butts littering the
steps. I bet those steps are within
20 feet of the entrance. So someone must have been smoking
there. That litter exists because
someone was there smoking,
clearly violating the no smoking
policy.
It should not be left in the
hands of the RA's, RCL's, and

Longwood Police to enforce
these policies. Students, professors, and everyone should
enforce and follow them.
Currendy in Longwood's student handbook there are disciplinary actions for those that
violate the no smoking within
20 feet of buildings rule. But
when do you ever hear of
someone complaining because
they received a letter of admonition? NEVER! What is the
use of having policies in place if
no one ever follows or enforces
them?
- Josh Campbell

The Rotunda would like to encourage anyone and
everyone to submit props and drops to rotunda@longwood.edu

Props:
+Longwood's traditions
+ CHI for keeping the spirit strong
+ The Hobo Nation crowd in front of Grainger
+ Senior Week festivities
+ Cool lightning shows
+ Not loving anything that can't love you back
+ Roadtrip warriors
+ Rambling all over Europe
+ Surges of inspiration
+ Another fantastic year at Longwood
Drops:
- Bedford not extending hours for Art majors
- Ruining your clothes in Chemistry lab
- Fatigue induced headaches
- The sun rising before yesterday ends
- Forgetting an amazing thought
- An existence cloaked in ignorance

Letter: What's Diversity WithoutWell, Diversity?
DIVERSITY cont. p. 2
At the Morris Dees presentation, I talked with many minority
students who didn't appreciate the
speech, because it's the "life they
lead 24/7".
While I can understand this
position, students must understand how these attitudes throw
the administration in a corner as
what to do next to promote diversity here on campus.
Lancer
Productions
and
WMLU, both organizations constantly accepting new members
and advertising for their meetings,
have come under fire for not having "minority acts" on Spring
Weekend.
If you didn't already knowYOU (whoever you are) have an
open invitation to join either or
both of these organizations in
which you can help plan, coordinate, and choose the musical acts
for Spring Weekend in the coming
year.
We would LOVE to have more
diversity on our committees, but
aren't going to hold someone's
hand through the process of getting involved. This is college.
Once we are able to get a more

diverse group of students
involved in our entertainment
organizations, we will be offering more diverse entertainment,
and recruiting a more diverse
generation of students as an
effect. The change must start
somewhere: with the students.
Initiative must be taken.
"Citizen Leader" was
phrase coined to apply to all of
us, regardless of our demographic or identity.
If you arc an uninvolvcd student, I urge you on behalf of
Longwood's past, present, and
ever-evolving future, to join an
established campus organization, or if fitting, to create your
own and build membership.
The world is run by those
who show up. If you are an
involved student, I urge you to
take a friend to your next meeting, or better yet, invite someone you barely know.
It's time we celebrate our differences, and the places we
overlap.
- Sarah Gaylc

News
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Summer Gas Prices to Soar to Record High
Katie Mullins
Staff Writer
According to Yahoo! News, earlier this month, oil prices rose
hit a new record high of $72.49
per barrel. Crude oil for May
delivery rose to a high of $72.49
a barrel before easing to $72.30 a
barrel, up 13 cents. The previous
record was $7140 a barrel.
Prices are only expected to
rise by June. Oil analysts say as
we reach the summer months, oil
prices could hit as high as $80 a
barrel. This means that gasoline
prices at gas stations nationwide
will rise even higher.
The high prices of gasoline
are affecting everyone nationwide, especially those who
depend on gas to make a living.
Some Longwood professors
are feeling a strain on their personal budget because of the high
prices of gasoline.
William Plail, Lecturer in
English,
commutes
to
Longwood from Amhcrst every
day. He spends two hours in the
car every day going to and from
work for a total of 600 miles per
week. In order to make sure
there's enough money for all of
that gasoline, Plail said that he
has cut out some of the extra
activities that required the use of

gas, such as driving to a park on
the weekends.
Plail also said that he and his
wife hardly ever go out to dinner
at a restaurant anymore. He said
that although he has money allocated each month for gas, he has
recently found that there arc no
discretionary funds left after paying the bills.
However, there are certain
things that Plail said he refuses to
cut out of his life because of gas
prices, such as going to the dollar
theater in Lynchburg with his
wife and going to Charlottcsvillc
for bagpipe lessons.
As well as cutting down on
extra activities that require traveling, Longwood Physics Lecturer
Todd DcLong carpools to
Longwood each morning to
reduce the price of gas.
"I carpool as much as possible, even if it means changing my
schedule," said DcLong. "For
instance, 1 typically arrive at
Longwood by 8 a.m. due to my
carpool even though my first
class isn't until noon."
Professors aren't the only ones
on campus who arc feeling the
squeeze of higher gas prices.
Longwood student Jessica
Maynard, who is from Powhatan,
commutes to work at Church
Insurance Agency in Richmond

every weekend.
"Since gas prices got so high, I
try to drive only when I have to,
like to work," said Maynard. "If
I've got errands to run, I try to
get as much done as 1 can with as
little driving as possible."
Commuter
student
and
Longwood sophomore Caitlin
Daly drives to Longwood for
class every day. She also drives
to work at a cafe.
Daly said that she has felt the
effects of higher gasoline prices
in a negative way. According to
her, more than half of the paycheck she receives from waiting
tables goes toward purchasing
gasoline.
"I hardly have the money for
extra things after buying gas,"
said Daly "I'm shelling out $30
to $40 for gas for my little car
every couple of weeks."
Gas prices arc only expected
to rise as summer grows closer.
The members of the Longwood
community, along with people
across the nation, will have to
keep adjusting their lives around
the high costs and pushing forward with their lives and finding
a way to get by on less extra
income.
As Plail said, "You can't give
up your whole life just because
you can't afford it."

New Minor for Longwood Students
Katie Mullins
Staff Wriltr
Longwood students have a new
way to broaden their cultural
horizons.
The International Studies
Department is now offering a
minor in International Studies.
This new minor is open to all
students, regardless of their
major.
To fulfill the requirements of
the minor, students may choose
courses from among many different disciplines including
English,
Religion,
Communications, Geography,
International Business and
Economy, Political Science,
Theatre, and Music.
Students must complete 18
credits from the courses offered
for the minor in order to get cer-

tified in International Studies.
Nine of these credits come from
a foreign language. Longwood
offers French, Spanish, and
German.
Students can see the 20052006 undergraduate catalog on
the Longwood website for a full
course listing.
According to Dr. Lily Goetz,
Vice
President
of
the
International Studies department, there are plans to add
more courses to the list.
"The minor is still in the
development stages, but many
students are already taking part
in it," said Goetz.
"Many Longwood students
are unaware that this minor is
even available to them," she
added. "I think it's a great way to
gain experience and it looks
great on a resume."

Goetz said that a minor in
International Studies can also
help students in their future
careers.
Amanda Rafacls, a Longwood
freshman and business administration major, said she chose to
minor in International Studies
because she wants to travel and
experience other cultures.
"I believe the minor will help
me because I plan on working
for a worldwide company or the
government, and I will request to
travel or live overseas for a period of time," said Rafaels. "I
think it will be helpful to me to
have experienced other languages and to have some knowledge of other cultures."
If you arc interested in minoring in International Studies, see
Dr. Goetz in the Office of
International Affairs.
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Geographical Information Sustems
Lab Course Debuts This Semester
Kristcn Casalcnuovo
Opinion Editor

New technologies abound in the
new science building. One of
them is the Geographical
Information Systems (GIS) lab

sis and visualization."
Longwood community members may already be familiar with
one
particular
application.
Mapqucst.com utilizes GIS to
provide its patrons with road
maps and directions.

IBank oj America uses GIS to map potential locations jor\
branches or ATMs in New York City.
Photo courtesy of www.gti.con

in Room 116. It is equipped with
fifteen work stations and three
printers specially designed for
various GIS formats.
A four-credit course offering,
GEOG/EASC
458,
has
emerged as a result of the lab.
This GIS course was offered this
semester and is being offered
again in the fall. It has no prerequisites and every student,
regardless of background in
geography, is encouraged to sign
up.
Dr.
Edward
Kinman,
Associate
Professor
of
Geography, is teaching the
course. He has published nine
studies which used the technology to examine health care access
and utilization, cancer clusters,
and data mining.
GIS is essentially a collaboration of computer hardware and
software that links descriptive
information with corresponding
spatial information. It is a powerful tool that has been instrumental in the analyses of natural
resources management and
emergency planning.
"GIS can present many layers
of different geographically referenced
information,"
said
Kinman. "It allows for the integration and analysis of multiple
layers of complex spatial data in
ways not previously possible."
He further explained, "Data as
varied as vegetation cover, soil,
landforms, census tract boundaries, and highway systems can
be captured and their positions
referenced for subsequent analy-

Kinman explains that the
addition of the GIS lab and its
companion course is especially
exciting because GIS is a fastgrowing technology with an
enormous business and employment potential.
According to the U.S.
Department of Labor, "There is
an immediate and anticipated
need to fill tens of thousands of
positions in geospatial technologies and related fields."
Dr. Kinman cites this in an
administrative report along with
statistics from the Geospatial
Workforce Development Center
claiming that GIS had an estimated market of $30 billion in
2005, up 500% from 2001.
The scope of GIS is equally
vast. GIS allows researchers and
statisticians shed new light on
findings in their geographic context.
Retail businesses can use GIS
to look at the distribution of
their clients, which could help
them plan new market strategies.
Governments can employ
GIS to redraw district boundaries or develop a contingenqplan for emergency response.
More and more, educational
institutions are utilizing GIS as
well. Over 3,000 institutions of
higher learning have incorporated GIS into their curriculum.
Virginia is in the process of
placing GIS in all public middle
and high schools.
To learn more about this
thriving field, sign up for Dr.
Kinman's course this fall.
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Longwood Allows Direct Transfer from Rickard Bland
Longwood University's College
of Business & Economics is
offering graduates of Richard
Bland College (RBQ of the
College of William and Mary an
opportunity to transfer more
easily into Longwood's business
administration and economics
degree programs.
Thanks to a transfer agreement signed April 13, RBC students can earn admission into
Longwood's business administration or economics programs
while earning their Associate of
Science degree at RBC. Transfer
students previously earned
admission into these programs
only after they transferred to
Longwood.
"This agreement will allow
students to transfer seamlessly
into Longwood's College of
Business & Economics as juniors and be on an equal footing
with juniors who began their
degree at Longwood," said Dr.
Evelyn
Hume,
dean
of
Longwood's College of Business
& Economics.

CONGRESS cont'd p. 1
Members of Congress will
meet with local residents who
were affected by the school closures, including twenty of the
students involved in the Moton
walkout.
They will also listen to stories
from community members who
are taking steps to heal the
wounds of Farmville's painful
history of discrimination.
One such story comes from
Ken Woodley, editor of the
Farmvillc Herald, who initiated a
scholarship program for the
African-Americans deprived of
their education during the fiveyear closure.
Many of these individuals arc
taking advantage of the scholarships by using them to fund
night classes.
In a press release issued by the
Faith and Politics Institute,
Woodley comments on the outcomes of the scholarship program and other community
efforts to ease racial tensions:
"There is much more openness

to
attending
Dr. Vcrnon Lindquist,
Longwood.
RBC's provost and
RBC, just south
dean of faculty, said
of Petersburg, is
that
"transferring
Virginia's only pubdirectly to baccalaurelic
junior college,
ate programs is a mileand
its sole mission
stone
for
the
is
to
prepare stuCommonwealth's only
dents
for
transfer to
junior college. This
colleges and univerwill tremendously case
sities by providing a
the transition for our
liberal arts core and
students transferring
electives in key proto Longwood, the unifessional programs.
versity of choice for
It has more than
many of our stu1,400 full- and partdents."
time
students.
In
Longwood's
The recent agreeCollege of Business &
ment was signed
Economics, stuIhe agreement was signed by Dr. Patricia Cormier and at Longwood by
dents
earn
Dr. James McNeer (seated), and Dr. Vernon Lindquist the presidents of
admission into
and Dr. Evelyn Hume (standing).
both institutions,
the
business
Photo courtesy of Longwood's ?K Deportment
Dr.
Patricia
administration
Cormier
of
sion requirement before they arc
and economics programs by
Longwood
and
Dr.
James
allowed to take their junior and
taking six or five required major
McNccr of RBC; Dr. Evelyn
senior major courses. RBC stucourses, respectively, and earnHume, dean of Longwood's
dents will have already earned
ing a minimum cumulative and
College
of
Business
&
up to 18 hours-of required
major grade-point average.
Economics; and Dr. Lindquist.
major coursework credits prior
Students must meet this admis-

and willingness to talk about
what happened ...and through
that, healing happens."
Moton High School, the
scene of the first sparks of the
Civil Rights Movement, has
been converted into a Museum
which was designated a National
Historic Landmark by the U.S.
Secretary of the Interior in
1998, is located next to the
Longwood soccer field on
Griffin Boulevard.

BOOKS cont'd p.l

of the missing books, 17% are
about graduate school, 19% are
"It shows they're being used," job search books and almost
said Ellen Masters, Assistant 27% are on internships.
Director of the Career Center,
The subjects of the rest vary
putting the loss in more positive widely.
While one or two books seem
terms. "But others need them,
too."
to go missing annually, the large
One tide, "Careers in Event number missing this year has
Planning," is very popular due to* stunned the Career Center staff.
an increased interest in event
"We just don't have the budgplanning, but it and other et to replace them," Saunders
resources in high demand just said.
aren't there, according to
The Career Center also has
Saundcrs.
more than 60 career-related
A database search shows that books in PDF format in its

Congratulations Seniors!
The Career Center Staff wish you much success as

you begin this next phase of your life.

Under an agreement signed in
2001, RBC graduates who earn
an Associate of Arts or
Associate of Science degree
with a cumulative GPA of at
least 2.5 are guaranteed admission to Longwood, though they
are not guaranteed entrance to
the College of Business &
Economics. Students who pursue transfer under this new
agreement will have guaranteed
admission to the College of
Business & Economics as well.
"We have been very pleased
with our relationship with
Longwood University and its
students, and we look forward
to seeing this new initiative
enhance our collaboration," said
Dr. McNccr.
Longwood's College of
Business & Economics is
accredited by the Association to
Advance Collegiate Schools of
Business
(AACSB
International), the premier
accrediting body for business
programs.
online career library on its website.
Everyone can have unlimited
access to the electronic books.
Saunders urged students to make
use of them, rather than take the
shelved books from the room.
"They are there for you to
use," Scruggs said. "But don't
take them out," she added bluntiyIn the meantime, the staff
encourages anyone who has borrowed books from the Career
Center library to bring them
back, no questions asked.

Use the Career Center after
Graduation!
All services are available to you after

We like hearing about your successes!
Let the Career Center bnow when you accept a Job
offer or accept a graduate/professional school

We're open all summer! Monday-Friday,

offer.

8:15 a.m.-5 p.m.

*Don't forget to change your email
address in LancerTRAK after you
graduate!

Call 434-395-2063 to meet

graduation.

with a
Career Advisor.

Arts & Entertainment
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Senior Art Showcase on Exhibition at the
Longwood Center for the Visual Arts
Janet Jones
VJilor-ln-Cbirf

Gary R. Perez
Doctor's Bag, mixed media

At the end of each academic
year,
Longwood's
Art
Department holds a show to
highlight the work of its graduating students. The Longwood
Center for the Visual Arts
(LCVA) is housing the Senior Art
Show in the lower level until May
13th. K. Johnson Bowles, the
director of the LCVA, teaches
the senior art class.
Instead of having an opening
show like most exhibitions, there
will be a closing reception on
May 13th from 1-3 p.m. so the
friends and families of the graduates can sec their artwork.
Unlike other majors, rather
than having internships, the students in the art department culminate their work at Longwcxxl
with this art show. The process

Amanda Hillsman
Presentation Board for Kitchen and
Dining Area, wood, fabric, Linoleum, and
graphite

began in the second semester of
their junior year, when each student presented a proposal. Then
before the show, they had to
present their project to their senior art class. Each student with a
concentration in graphic design,
interior architecture, crafts, and
photography must present ten
pieces of work. Only once they
received a passing grade were
they allowed to hang selections Nathan Grant
Primal Scream, digital pigment print
of their work.
Senior Monet Salvadorc is an
art major with a concentration in
interior architecture. Her floor
plans arc hanging in the LCVA.
She commented on the show as a
whole: "The show is really
diverse because there are so
many concentrations. It's nice
that there are so many different
types of art on display like
stained glass, jewelry and floor
plans all in the same show."
Melanie Trevethan
Paper Cranes, digital pigment print

IAN photos courtesy of Emily
Grove, The Rotunda photographer/ Assistant Editor/ Sports
Editor/ soon-to-be Editor-in-Chief!

NAGS HEAD
4 month student summer rentals

Laura Wortman
Loveseat, gelatin silver print

Check out:

seabreezerealtv. com
or call: 252-255-6328
for more details.
Instruction and assistance needed
for successful local business person.
Adobe Illustrator,
Dreamweaver, using HTML code,
search engine optimization, etc.
Also, looking for all types of writing; copy, articles, press releases,
newsletters. Contact
Sandy Henderson, 434-390-8855 or
sandv@rugratsva.com.

Spanish Immigrant Resource Center Melissa Hill
(Elevators), photocopy of graphite on English Tea Set, porcelain
vellum with Prismacolor

Brooke Hill
Fearless, digital pigment print
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For tke Week of April 28tk - May 13tk
Friday the 28th
Classes end!
Longwood Company of
Dancers Spring Concert
7:30 p.m.
Jarman Auditorium

Sunday the 30th
LP: Midnight Breakfast
10 p.m. -12 a.m.
Dorrill Dining Hall

Monday the 8th

LP: Relaxation Night
8 p.m.
Lankford SU

Saturday the 29th
Reading Day
Alumni: Decade of the
70s Reunion
Longwood Company of
Dancers Spring Concert
7:30 p.m.
Jarman Auditorium

Thursday the 11th
"Bandfest & "WaterWood" behind
Lankford (12pm-5pm)Band Lineup:
Down Goes Frazier, Adelyn, Eric Cire,
•SURPRISE GUEST*
"WaterWood': slip-n-slide, watertag, etc.
Bar Crawl
Macados
5 p.m. - 6:4.5 p.m.

Van Wilder under
the Stars
9 p.m.
behind Lankford

Tuesday the 9th
Cosmic Bowling
2 p.m. - 5 p.m.
& 9 p.m. - 2 a.m.
Main St. Lanes
Bring your mug
for drink specials!

Blak Blak Blak

Cancuns
8:30 p.m. - 9:45 p.m.

New Mexico
7 p.m. - 8:15 p.m.

Picnic on Brock Commons
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Farewell Photos
Personlized Dog Tags
Dance Dance Revolution
Baccalureate
7 p.m. - 8 p.m.
Jarman Auditorium

Mulligans
10 p.m. - 2 a.m.

Wednesday the 10th
Sunchase Luau
12 p.m. - 5 p.m.
Sunchase
Clubhouse

Friday the 12th

Saturday the 14th
Graduation Commencement
8 a.m.
Jarman Auditorium

Live Band
8 p.m. - 1 a.m.
Zildgens
Bring your mug for
drink specials!
By: Ellie Woodruff
?T~T:TiMTr;T-»iT.^

Seniors
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The Rotunda
Presents a Special
enior

s

iJHlT

Do you have any advice or
parting words for
underclassmen?

My advice is to try and take the least amount
of classes that you can, because senioritis will
definitely kick in.
~ Margo Forker
Major: History / Minor: Art, Poly Sci
Do not be afraid to change your major and do
what makes you happy; otherwise, the rest of
college, especially senior year, will be hell!
Liah Williams
Major: Art / Minor: Interior Architecture
I'm a pretty big deal, so you might want to meet
me soon...time's almost up!
Christine Clay
Major: Exercise Science
Enjoy procrastination now, because you dont
get it later.
Bonnie Jones
Major: Comm. Studies / Minor: Poly Sci
It is possible to turn in two papers two weeks
late and still pass a class. Live it up!
Matt Babbitt
Major: Comm. Studies / Minor: Outdoor Ed.
I'm really gonna miss the friends IVe made here
because IVe heard so much about how hard it
is to keep your friends after college. I'm going to
miss the spirit here at LU.
Caitlin Games
Major: Comm. Studies / Minor: Art
Start early so it's easier in the end.
Susan Higdon
Major: Library Studies / Minor: Elementary Ed.

This segment features a Longwood-pertinent question
answered by a random sample of students. In this case, we
used random seniors, in order to obtain advice for all the
children of the campus! We'll miss you, oh brave wanderers.

April 28,2006

Last Call lor Longwood:
Holllllaaaaaaa!
The Longwood Pirate
would like to give a huge
"WAY TO GO!" to all of
her favorite seniors who
are going to be stepping
out into the real world (or
grad school) soon. < 3

I Eta Pie Lives
On Through
You!
(Rock the Armadillo!)

matches.

JANET JONES
The Rotunda
wishes you
weren't leaving.
We<3 you!

Emcee:
Cue the Dazed and

To The Other Priestess of
Van Ness

Confused-s\y\e "school's
out" montage.

We have served faithfully and
well, learned from the Guru of
life So forth, spread the gospel
of poetry—I follow in your path
in the light from the chandelier.

To Bob and Ninja:
We finally did it! AW
this for a friggin' hat??

To lev:
See you at the back

door. I'll bring the

Peace out Longwood.

Attention Seniors!
Now is your last chance to
profess your undying love
for that special someone...

Make it saucy.

I can never wear green
again thanks to the class
color wars...
- an '06 grad
RED CLASS REPRESENT!

Where's my

CHI commendation?
Screw this...
someone who didn't look
inside their soul

[Insert deeply profound
statement here]

April 28, 2006
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2006 CHI
Commendations
Senior Torch Pearls
Lauren (Cricket) Gicz
Walter Gray
Catherine Kelly
Kujorie McKinney
Craig Smith
unior Banner
bearers
enny Brody
essica Inge
Sophomore Helper?
Diana Nuckols
aBari Scott
Keith Taylor
Antoine Varner
Fire Qyardg
Longwood University
Men s Rugby Club

2QO0 Students

Matt Babbitt
Hannah Born
Jennifer Edwards
Michael Elliott
Robert Griffith
Kim Herborn
Kathrvn Holl
April Lockley
Jason Long
Matt Lusk
Charles (Eric]
McMillan
April Mislan
Arusha Morgan
Allison Nataro
Fernando Olivencia
Susie Owens
Bethany Rababy
Monet Salvadore
Brandon Terpolilli
Lindsay Tuck
Jake Turpin
-leather VanDvke
m
Ellie Woodrufii

2007 Students
Mary Pat Alexander
Jennifer Arthur
" Datricia Carroll
Ashleigh Hollman
Stefanie Johnson
Kathleen (Katie)
Murphy
Anne Reynolds
Andy Sim
Catherine Studevant
Karen Weiss

Most Likely To.
Bring the Mullet Back in Style:
Kevin Johnson
Star in a Snowboarding Video:
Matt Crawford

2008 Students
Kathryn Barrows
Emily Calhoun
Emily Chervenak
Kelly Henaghan
Lucy O'Defl

Rock Hawaiian Shirts
for the Rest of His Life:
Woody Hertless
Win American Idol
Thanks to Her
Paula Abdul
Impersonation:
Cricket Gicz

Graduate Students
Amy Whipple
Faculty/Staff
Admissions
Longwood Police
Department
Dr. Patricia Cormier
Ms. Melinda Fowlkes
Greenwood Library
Post Office
Katherine Austin
Darlene Bratcher
Dining Hall Staff
Coach Duncan

Flash You... a Smile:
Tiffany Carter

Never be Seen at a Party Withoulj
an Obscenely Large Mixed Drink:
Lindsey Hudson

Frequent the Playboy Mansion:
Kristina Johnson

Win the Physics Nobel Prize:
Duane Smalley

10. You have 95 pages to go on your thesis and you're at the bar.
9. Not only do you not get ID'd at Kroger, all the employees know
your name, major, and future career plans.
8. A half naked frat brother running down High Street with a snow
board and a bottle of Fighting Cock doesn't phase you.
7
Youve taken more nan a ew
tO "
*
^ fidss down River Road.
6. Longwood tries to offer you tenure as a student
5 You can drink your professors under the table and you know this
because you have.
4. People notice when you're not at Mulligans on bar night.
Your friends have a nickname for your study spot in the library.
You think it's a good idea to stay in Farmville for the summer.
1. You've been here longer than most of the buildings on campus.

Top Ten Signs
NGGCL

Be a Victoria's Secret Model:
Katy Tompkins

Perform Your Open-Heart Surgery: Never Leave the Bar:
Michael Joyce
Justin Dorsk
Avoid Getting a Steady
Wear the Same Hat He Has
Job as Long as Possible:
Now to Our Ten-Year Reunion:
Craig Newcomb
Micah Bailey

The Rotunda

Oil

Choreograph a Broadway Show:
Monet Salvadore

Stay Pure Pimpin For Real:
Juan Romero

Chi Alpha
Commuter Student
Association
Princeps
Honor and Judicial
Programs

JL

Design an AnimalFriendly Clothing Line:
Liah Williams

Start a Dance Party on Brock Commons:| Be a Red Bull Girl
Christine Clay
Craig Heyward Smith Jr.

Organizations

X OH KnO\>T

• •

Get the Heck Out of
Longwood* £

NOW IS THE TIME TO SELL
BACK TEXTBOOKS
THAT YOU DO NOT
WANT TO KEEP!
SELL BACK YOUR TEXTBOOKS TO THE
LONGWOOD BOOKSTORE THIS WEEK
RECEIVE CASH AND HELP KEEP MORE USED BOOKS ON
CAMPUS FOR FELLOW LONGWOOD STUDENTS IN THE
SUMMER AND FALL SEMESTERS.

DISCOUNT COUPONS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
WITH EVERY BUYBACK TRANSACTION YOU WILL
RECEIVE A DISCOUNT COUPON FOR ONE ITEM
20 % FOR CLOTHING OR GIFTS OR
10% FOR PRINTS OR FRAMES
SIGN UP FOR THE TEXTBOOK PREPACK SERVICE FOR FALL AND
RECEIVE A10% OFF COUPON FOR ENTIRE PURCHASE OF CLOTHING
AND GIFTS.
Coupons will be valid through May 13,2006 and
can not be combined with each other or with any other discounts.

BOOKSTORE HOURS FOR EXAM WEEK
MONDAY - FRIDAY 8:30am TO 5:30 pm
SATURDAY 9:00am TO 1:00pm

Call 395-2084 for details or questions
tfM

^^^M^^^^^Mp*«"p*"-BHmp(Hmm

A&E
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Weekly Horoscopes:

Those before us have challenged us to seize
the dav. We at The Rotunda now challenge
\ou to do the same. Capture an instance in
vour life, using around 100 words or less,
that has made (i lifelong impression. Please
e-mail The Rotunda with your responses or

Ceo?pe Diem
\- I watched nature's fireworks for al leas! the
sixth time since Vpril began. I marveled al the
sheer magnitude of I he power of nature.

PAGE it

Sing with me, sing for the year, ting for the laughter, sing for the tear.
Tlquarius Uon.2o-rews)

r

It's a bitter sweet symphony this lifeTrying to make ends meet, you're a slave to the
money then you die. I'll take you down the only
road I've ever been down... You know the one that
takes you to the places where all the veins meet.
flrigS (March 21-flpril 19)
Yesterday, love was such an easy game to
play. Now I need a place to hide away.
Oh, I believe in yesterday.

pi«C(ZS (Feb. 19-Marcb 20)

I'm Loving Farm Vegas, Lights so bright
Palm sweat, blackjack, On a Saturday night
Leaving Farm Vegas, Leaving for good,
for good... I'm leaving for good.

Taurus (Ttpni 20-May 20
Someone please save us, us college kids!
What my parents told me is what I did
They said go to school and be a college kid
but in the end, I question why I did.

ls£0 duly 23-Tlugu«l 22)

\?irgO Mug. 23. 22-£ept. 21)

When the ivy walks are far behind
No matter where our paths may wind
We'll remember always Graduation day.

Suddenh I leli ver\ small, and the three papers

Naomi Pearson

That was a crazy game of poker, I lost it
all, But someday I'll be back again
And I'm never to fall, Never to fall.

laibra (Sept. 22-oetotw 23)

Storm systems stretching over mind-boggling
mile:—from \ irginia t<» \ermoni and Tennessee

didn't seem like such a liij: deal.

Cancgr dune 22-juiy 22)

Closing time, one last call for alcohol, so finish
your whiskey or beer
Closing time, you don't have to go home, but
you can't stay here.

Temperature extrenu—from heal capable ol
fusing -and into glass to hail-building cold.

And suddenly it's like we're women and men.
Will the past be a shadow that will follow us
round? Or will these memories fade when I
leave this town? I keep thinking that it's not
goodbye; Keep on thinking its our time to fly...

Sagittarius (Nov.22-t^c.21)

x*

But I can see you-Your brown skin
shinin' in the sun. You got your hair
combed back and your sunglasses on,
baby. And I can tell you, my love for
you will still be strong, After the boys
of summer have gone.

Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nw. 21)
I've been searching deep down in my soul; words
that I'm hearing are starting to get old, It feels like
I'm starting all over again, The last three years were
just pretend And I said... Goodbye to you.
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'Cause I'm leaving on a jet plane
I don't know when I'll be back again
Oh, babe, I hate to go

Gemini (Moy 21-june 21)

Thousands of volts "I eleetririt\ in a spark
more than a mile long and no wider than a pencil.

Capricorn i»«c. BMM 19)
So if we get the big jobs and we make
the big money, When we look back now
will our jokes still be funny? Will we
still remember everything we learned in
school, Still be trying to break every
single rule?
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Career Center Offers Summer Services
Naomi Pearson
Cofiy I'.dilor

Sometimes jobs can be found
in non-traditional ways.
Masters explains that someone
could look in a database listing
It's not too late! Graduating senjobs for therapeutic recreation
iors and students looking for
positions, for exam"When you graduate--we don't ple, and cross-refersummer work can still come to
the career center, not only dur- sever ties from students," says ence to other posiing exam week, but all summer. Scruggs. "We want to help you get tion in other fields
Even though the staff is where you want to be."
within those compabusy preparing programs and
The career center office is open nies.
contacting recruiters, getting [from 8:15 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
"Think outside the
ready for the next academic through Friday, except Memorial box; try the back
year, all of the resources of the Day and Independence Day.
door," she says. "The
career center, from the online
Career Center can be
library to the career advisor
Although there arc no training helpful with this, too."
themselves, are available through- programs or workshops during
Those who wish to speak with
out the summer.
the interim, all members of the a career center advisor to discuss
The career center staff also Longwood community are wel- anything from selecting a major
continues sends out email notices come to come in during business or career guidance to interviewof employment opportunities hours to make use of the books ing skills or networking may call
and other updates, even to stu- in the career center library.
at least a day in advance to make
dents who have graduated.
Students looking for a summer an appointment.
But since their Longwood job or internships, graduates
Although they prefer one-onemail addresses will be deactivat- looking to prepare for graduate pne, in-pcrson consultations,
ed soon after graduation, Mary school, and alumni looking to Saundcrs says if that isn't possiMcadc Saundcrs, Director of the take their careers in another ble, due to perhaps distance
Career Center, reminds prospec- direction have made use of the issues, they arc willing to do them
tive grads to provide a current less-hectic summer hours in the by telephone as well.
alternate email address.
career center.
"They can even email us their
"Don't forget to update your
email address on your resume
and on LancerTrak," adds Ellen
Masters, Assistant Director of
the Career Canter.

resume for review," she adds.
The Career Center can also
facilitate networking between
current and former Longwood
students.
"We can connect them with
alumni who have agreed to help,"
says Patsy Scruggs, Recruitment
Coordinator and Office Manager
of the Career Center. They maintain an Alumni networking database.
"When you graduate-wc don't
sever ties from students," says
Scruggs. "We want to help you
get where you want to be."
The career center office is
open from 8:15 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday, except
Memorial Day and Independence
Day.
Students, recent graduates and
alumni can call 434-395-2063 to
make an appointment with the
advisors.
LancerTrak job postings and
the online library are available
twenty-four hours, seven days.a
week.

New Science Chairs
Kristcn Casalenuovo
Opinion Edittr

The
separation
of
the
Department
of
Natural
Sciences into the Department
of Chemistry and Physics and
the Department of Biology and
Environmental Sciences means
two new department chairs.
The
Chair
of
the
Department of Chemistry and
Physics will be Dr. Melissa
Rhotcn, Associate Professor of
Chemistry.
The Department of Biology
and Environmental Sciences
has recruited Dr. Glenn White
from the Wingate University
School of Pharmacy.
Dr. Alix Fink, part of the
selection committee, explains,
"Dr. White has a long history of
excellence in teaching and the
integration of undergraduates
in his research pursuits. We're
really excited that he's joining
us."
Additional
administrative
assistants will also be hired; one
for each chair and a shared
receptionist.

' AJFV^I* fMENTS

A wonderful place to call home
♦

Offering spacious one, two
bedroom apartment homes

♦

Unique floor plans designed for modern
living

♦

Full size washer dryers in each apartment

♦

24 hour fitness center

♦

Volleyball court and playground

♦

Swimming pool

Call today
434-392-5300
900 Poplar Forest Drive
Farm villa, VA 23901

ODlarforestaDts.com
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Patrick Mulloy, 22 years old, Business Management Major, Armor
/. Have yon received any special training via ROTC?
I went to Airborne School.
M.irm.i I Sizou
2. What does commissioning as a 2ND lieutenant mean to you personally? Serving my
country means a lot to me. Becoming a combat arms officer in the best
The following interviews were completed to honor
Military the world has seen is a great honor and privilege. I can't image doing
and more fully understand five young seniors graduanything else.
ating from Longwood University and commissioning
3. How will commissioning affect your family and home life? Because I am going active as 2nd Lieutenants in the United States Army.
duty in a combat arms branch, deployment certainly will be in the near future.
My family is proud, but my mom docs not like to see me possibily be put in harm's way. I will be moving away from Virginia, hopefully in Europe. I am
leaving behind a lot of good friends and it will be hard to say when I will be able to see them again. That will easily be the hardest part.
4. Wbat are your feelings about the possibility of deployment to countries sucb as Iraq, Iran and Afghanistan?
Honestly, I can't wait to get after it. Like the saying goes, "I don't train all day to sit on my butt. I train all day to kick butt."
5. Upon graduating and commissioning wbat is your five-year goal after college? Right now, I plan on staying in for 20 or more years.
Marvin L. Simms Jr; 22; Business Management; Military Intelligence
/. Briefly explain your life the past four years as a cadet? Bittersweet
2.Haveyou received any special training via ROTC? United States Army Airborne School; Ft. Binning, GA Home of Infantry
3. What does commissioning as a 2ND lieutenant mean to you personally? Climbing a mountain that everyone can sec, but few dare to climb
4. What is your most memorable moment serving as a cadet in Army ROTC?
When I received my airborne wings two and a half weeks after I fractured my shoulder during the third day of training
5. The quote, slogan, motto you live by? "...and I will pray to God to let me encounter all the evil in the world in my own person, so that if I conquer, there
will be none left, and, if I am defeated, I will be the only one to suffer for it."~Thc once and future king
6. Additional comments regarding ROTC, \/>ngwood University, or commissioning in May. I have the utmost respect for anyone who is willing to give selfless
service to this nation. Whether it be through military service, law enforcement, fire fighters, etc. I think this young generation of men and women has
lost the core values that this nation was built upon. They are so willing to take, but so reluctant to give... This not only upsets me, but disgusts me at
the same time.
Eric Moore; 22; Global Politics; Military Police
1.Briefly explain your life the past four years as a cadet? Life the past four years has been very different from "normal" student life. In ROTC my college
experience has been much more structured and disciplined than it would otherwise have been.
2.Haveyou received any special training via ROTC? Army ROTC sent me to the United Kingdom Officer Training Course, a qualification course for
entrance into the Royal Military Academy at Sandhurst.
3. What does commissioning as a 2ND lieutenant mean to you personally?
Commissioning as a 2LT is very important for me, not only is it the culmination of years of my sweat and blood, but it also means that I will be
responsible for the lives of 35 soldiers, and for me that's the most valuable aspect, that element of trust.
4. What is your most memorable moment serving as a cadet in Army ROTC? I have no one particular moment, but lots of fun things happen out on training,
especially once people haven't slept or eaten in a few days and have to do night operations; things can get bungled up.
5.Who has been your greatest influence while attending Longwood University?
My greatest military influence was MSG Carver, APMS at Longwood my first
three years, but Dr. Harbor and Dr. Cole have been my biggest academic influence/support.
6.Tbe quote, slogan, motto you live by? "Every man feels meanly about himself for not having been a soldier." -Dr. Johnson
Matt Bono, 21, Psychology major, Branching Armor
1.Briefly explain your life the past four years as a cadet? It is a long and difficult road to become an officer, one that requires fortitude and willpower, but I
have had a great time with all the other cadets. My class started out with over twenty cadets in it. It is now commissioning seven. ROTC requires
extreme discipline, but at the same time it was one of the greatest learning experiences I could have.
2.What does commissioning as a 2ND lieutenant mean to you personally? To me, becoming an officer in the US Army is more than just a rank or accomplishment. To say that in six months the lives of over thirty soldiers will be in my hands while in a combat zone like Iraq, that's saying something
3.Wow will commissioning affect your family and home life? Regardless of what they say, everyone in the military must make sacrifices at home. It is especially hard on individuals with spouses and children, but all of us has a family that we must leave behind to serve our country. This is probably the
hardest part of deployment.
4. What are your feelings about the possibility of deployment to countries sucb as Iraq, Iran and Afghanistan? It is an almost certainty that my fellow cadets and I
will deploy into foreign countries in the near future to protect our country. I feel obligated and eager to deploy with my soldiers.
5. What is your most memorable moment serving as a cadet in Arnry ROTC?
Electric football with MSG Carver, Pat locking his gear in his locker.
Tim Bovill; 22; Business Administration Concentrating in Management; U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
/. Have you received any special training via ROTC? I attended Robin Sage, the fourth phase of Special Forces training, in Ft. Bragg, NC It was two
and a half weeks long I went the summer after my sophomore year. I also attended the Leadership Development and Assessment Course
(LDAQ, AKA Warrior Forge, out in Ft. Lewis, WA.
2. What art your feelings about the possibility of deployment to countries sucb as Iraq, Iran and Afghanistan? I contracted with the Army when I was 17 years
old on September 11,2002. I was fully aware of the possibilities of having to deploy when I signed my papers and made a conscious decision to
join. I have been determined and excited to become an officer in the greatest Army in the world. If my unit is activated, I look forward to fulfilling the oath I took to defend my country.
3. Wbat is your most memorable moment serving as a cadet in Army ROTC? My most memorable moment would be one of our fitness tests my sophomore year. I was so sick; throwing up every 5 minutes. I actually threw up on one of my cadre member's boots on the last stretch of the two-mile
run. It was pretty funny, but I guess you had to be there.
4. The quote, slogan, motto you live by? "War is an ugly thing, but not the ugliest of things. The decayed and degraded state of moral and patriotic
feeling which thinks that nothing is worth war is much worse. The person who has nothing for which he is willing to fight, nothing which is more
important than his own personal safety, is a miserable creature and has no chance of being free unless made and kept so by the exertions of better men than himself." -John
Stuart Mill
5. The one tbingyou wish you could have done before graduation? Any regrets? Everyone has their ups and downs, but I try not to really regret anything. I've enjoyed my time at
Longwood; so much that I'm not ready to leave. If you don't leave college missing some part of it, you obviously did not get the full experience.
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Senior Athlete Spotligkt
Kevin Johnson: Set a 36-hole school record earlier this
spring by firing a 67-65—13.
Stephanie Hicks: Won 4 career events. Stroke average
was 72.82. Is attempting to qualify for the LPGA.
Emily Wilson: Tried out in a tank top and pink stick 4
years ago and ended her career with 312 saves.
AH Shafer: A fluid player who scored 68 goals in her
career.
Kelly Gaines: With a strength in causing turnovers,
Gaines is credited to the great play of LU LAX defense.
Emily Bikowski: 3-time All-American, player of the
week, midfield player of the year, and a 4-year record
for goals scored and draw control.
Amber Mason: Named to DI-AAA Athletics Directors
Association Women's Scholar-Athlete Team,
Independent All-Academic team, DI All-Independent,
and many more. 1,013 career points.
Ashley Mason: DI All-Independent 2nd Team,
Independent All-Academic Team, and countless honors.
1,261 career points, and a member of Chi.
Jessica Wilkerson: 127 career steals and 269 career assts.
Chad Cosmo: Transfer from St. Petersburg (Fla.) Junior
College. 6,11". Scored 12 pts. at #1 ranked Illinois.
Alexis Ramey: DII Top 20 in the nation for goals per
game and points per game, as well as All-American.
Marina Sizow: Engaged to Eric Moore. Member of
Alpha Phi Omega and a Criminal Justice major.
Echo Naugle: Liberal studies major who has acted as the
"team mom" for her organization and preparation.
Shannon Ratte: VCU transfer who was ranked in the top
15 in the nation for DII defense in two different categories. Plans to own a restaurant post-college.
Sarah Hitchings: Team captain who worked with SID
Liz Smith during the spring. Played in every game her
junior and senior years.
Julie Price: 2005 ECAC player of the week and received
the 2005 Olive T. Her award for her academic work in
the department of Health, Recreation, and Kinesiology.
Melissa Cary: VaSID All-State team, Division I AllIndependent Second-Team, Soccer Buzz First-Year
Division I All-National Team, and more.
Tiffany Rice: Criminal Justice major and business minor.
Lambda Alpha Epsilon member. Has a dog named Jack.
April Lockley: President of Ambassadors, member of
Mortar Board, Psi Chi, Phi Kappa Phi, and a weekly
volunteer at MCV Hospital.

Leon Malca: Jewish Sports Review All-American,
Atlantic Soccer All-Conference, and worked at The Wing
Shack.
Dana Shaffer: Battled injury during the end of his career.
Dates former LU LAXer Isa Cohen.
Shamana Washington: Engaged. 120 career RBI and 27
career home runs.
Mallory Gordon: Featured as an extra in upcoming movie
New World, starring actor Collin Farrell.
Victoria Masters: Hit 2 home runs on a broken hand.
Transfer from Thomas University. Loves U. of Florida.
Becca Walker: Hit 3 home runs in one game. Could not
play in senior season because of injury.
Jessica Farr: Showed strong leadership as team captain.
Business administration major; marketing concentration.
Tobias Guennel: Originally from Germany, team captain,
and mathematics major.
Ian Young: Business administration major. 2003 CVAC
player of the week.
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Women s Golf Completes Successful Season
Stephanie Hicks sets new season scoring average record
Emily Grove
Sports Editor
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